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Where the Rubber Meets the Road, for Coach and Student

THE PLAYING LESSON: MORE COMPLEX
AND CUSTOMIZED THAN EVER
By David Gould, Staff Editor

A report published several years ago studied people who
spend money at golf practice facilities and it disclosed a
surprising fact: There are millions of Americans who enjoy
hitting balls on the range but have never played golf on an
actual course.
That’s weird, but shouldn’t it also feel strange that
millions of golf lessons have been given by instructors who
only teach on the practice tee, never on the links? Across
Proponent Group's membership, on-course instruction is
getting more attention. Interviews reveal that the so-called
playing lesson is well integrated into some members’
coaching practices and business models.
Golf being the only sport mostly taught elsewhere than
on its “field of play,” you can enter the search phrase “can’t
take my driving range swing to the course” and find pages
of online articles and forums
addressing the problem. Of
course, 90-shooters who moan
about this usually fail to track how
many poor shots they produce in
a range session, but they’re still
correct that on-course
performance can seem
dramatically different from onrange performance.
Proponent members
interviewed for this article have
found many a perceptive and
creative way to come at the issue.
For veteran coach Bill Davis, it
starts with basic nomenclature.
Davis, based at Abacoa Golf Club
in Jupiter, Fla., uses the term
“Scenario Sessions” for the work
he and his students do oncourse. Much of what Davis
teaches out there is detailed and
nuanced—he’s focused on how a
player “reads” the course,
manages their round and matches the various challenges
with their own stage of skill-development.
Some of the guidance a golfer receives during oncourse coaching can make a lifelong difference in just a
sentence or two. This generally applies to specialty shots

or special conditions. Average players who fear the lowtrajectory 30-yard chip from a tight fairway lie and are taught
to spank that shot with a metal 4-wood will feel they’ve been
given a stack of get-out-of-jail free cards. In the heyday of the
Golf Digest Schools, instructor Dick Aultman was known to
tell students who trembled over long fairway bunker shots to
“skull the ball” from that lie. For many it was a true gamechanger, simplifying recovery from that type of hazard
without the need for any work on technique.
Davis spoke of a woman whom he’s coached as she
has lowered her handicap from 30 down to 20. During a
recent playing lesson, he stood with her over a pine-straw
lie just inside the treeline and gave her permission to hit
driver from that spot. Making contact was no problem (with
a driver she was used to not touching the ground), the
strong loft worked in her favor, her ball stayed below a
series of limbs and it ran all the way to the front of the
green. “She has that shot in her bag for the rest of her life,
when she needs it” muses Davis,
noting that tricks like this add
confidence and lead a player to feel
generally more open and creative
in their shotmaking.
In coaching a tournament player,
Davis will walk the course holding
the scoresheet for a “Course
Management IQ Test” with close to
100 separate questions on it.
Recently a player who competes at
a high level in the club-pro ranks
underwent that exam and displayed
exemplary strategic intelligence.
“After my 87th question, and his
85th correct answer, I stopped the
test,” says Davis. “That is a golfer
who only needs help at the finer
levels of shot execution—he needs
no help with decision-making.
Having his coach know that is very
valuable, for both of us.”
Depending on where you hang
your shingle and how your facility is
configured, getting out on the fairways and greens can be
simple and quick or it could require a fair amount of
advance planning and arranging. Mike Perpich, a
Proponent member at an upscale daily fee outside Atlanta,
has a dedicated short practice course alongside his range.
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That makes it easy to work
on the “transfer” process,
where skill coaching and
shooting a score come
together, but Perpich tries to
think range-to-golf-course
as often as possible.
“Basically all golf
instructors interview their
students about strengths
and weaknesses,” Perpich
says. “From the beginning,
I’m looking for all the places
where what they’re telling
me about their play oncourse and what I see on
the range doesn’t add up.”
He credits longtime
Proponent advisor and contributor Dr. Paul Schempp,
author of seminal research into how the finest teachers
develop their capacities, for helping him “see” the student’s
needs and progress in a big-picture fashion.
“One thing Dr. Schempp opened me up to was the
problem of over-focus by the student on their deficiencies,”
says Perpich. “Being on the course, you see their strengths—
what they can do well when there’s only one ball, not a basket
of balls. A coach has to make sure they give themselves
credit for that.” In fact, you might even let them “practice”
what they’re good at, even though that doesn’t seem like the
best use of time, because what they do well is foundational
to their confidence every time they step on the first tee of the
golf course. The other range-to-course facilitator Mike uses
is simulation of the flow of a round even while a student is on
the practice tee. This includes water breaks between shots
and other interruptions of block-style repetitions.
Despite his location at a destination resort with lots of
transient golf-school students, Eric Alpenfels long ago
made a commitment to “skill practice followed by transfer
practice.” The longtime director of instruction at Pinehurst
Resort relied on the expertise of highly regarded Bob
Christina to produce a coaching model based on shooting
lower scores, whether or not the person’s golf swing can
be entered in a beauty contest.
“Before we changed our mix of on-range versus oncourse, we had trouble getting all these technically
improved swings out to the golf course,” says Alpenfels.
“We actually start transfer practice on the range, as soon
as we can—that means taking the new mechanics into a
series of challenges and games right there on the driving
range.” That all happens before lunch during a standard
Pinehurst Golf Academy school, with afternoons devoted
to on-course instruction that eventually gives way to golf
that’s purely for fun and relaxation.
There is technology and swing data involved, during the
diagnostic phase of skill practice, but only the amount of
data needed to isolate one new movement pattern is
shared. Pinehurst Golf Academy students get whatever

customized form of oncourse work will help them
the most. “We may have
them hit a drive, hit an
approach shot, then U-turn
back to the tee to try those
two shots again, with a
different thought and
different strategy,” says
Alpenfels. “We might go to
various trouble areas and
drop several balls at a time.”
And if a player “gets hot,” just
continuing on, in the zone
and encouraged by their
instructor, might be the best
coaching they ever received.
A trend among Proponent
members—reported on in last month’s newsletter—is
toward group teaching programs not just for juniors but
adults as well. Carlton Dove, a member who serves as
director of player development at Wichita (Kan.) Country
Club, makes a practice of grouping four students into one
on-course practice pod.
“In the past I didn’t do enough to encourage people to
get out of their practice-range comfort zone and onto the
course,” says Dove. “Now I’m pretty emphatic about it—we
have honest conversations about what it means to improve
as a golfer. That leads to scheduling a group of four, who
pay $60 each for 2.5 hours with the pro, on-course. It’s a
little under my scale of $125 hour, so this year I plan to
experiment with two groups of four—I think it’s very doable
for the student and for myself.”
In cases where he’s with one student only and spending
a fairly brief time on the course, Dove will sometimes call
timeout and return to the range for re-immersion into
mechanics, if it’s called for. “That offers a different kind of
chance to connect their mechanics to their play,” he says,
“and it’s also a great opportunity to influence how they go
about practicing.”
At Monarch Beach Resort in the coastal California town
of Dana Point, longtime Proponent member Glenn Deck
will sometimes begin a playing lesson with 20 or 30
minutes on the range. The idea is to get a baseline for
where the golfer and their mechanics happen to be in that
particular moment, before heading out to the field of play.
After the range phase is over, his rule of “no mechanics on
the course” takes effect.
“I’m thinking about what I can do to teach this student
how to play the game,” Deck says. “Which side of the tee
box do they start from? Do they calculate yardage so it
accounts for all factors? Do they know where they can
miss and where not to miss? Are they trying to hit their
career shot every time? Can they control distance on highlofted clubs? There’s a whole separate assessment to go
through,” he says, “What they pay for that amount of time is
considerable ($600 for 3.5 hours, including the range time),
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but the level of detail we get
into is deep. It covers a whole
lot of ground.”
If you want to improve your
on-course teaching skills,
Proponent member Dan
Sniffin suggests making
yourself both the coach and
the student, with an assistant
along to help. “I basically gave
myself a playing lesson,”
explains Sniffin, who is director
of instruction at Omni
Interlocken Resort in
Broomfield, Colo. He had a
fellow golf professional along
and they began this innovative
session with the video camera
rolling and the “student” hitting a
drive on the range while
picturing the fairway of the first
tee and the shot he likes to hit
to start that hole.
“I went straight to No. 1 tee,
hit the actual shot--where I
wanted to," says Dan, “and
then we set up a side-by-side
viewing of the two swings on
my buddy’s phone.” The
comparison floored Sniffin—
his tempo being so much
faster on the second swing.
“The two swings felt very
similar, but one was seven
frames quicker on the replay.
That really sent home the
message of how big a deal it
is for our amateur students to
try and go from the range to
the first tee.”
Like many coaches
interviewed for this story,
Sniffin has learned the value
of on-course instruction as a
retention tool. If a 10-lesson
series has gone well but is
approaching its end point with
no on-course work having
occurred, he will head out to
the course, seeing it a great
tool for refocusing the student
and restating the value of
long-term coaching. “Going on
the course is a good refresher
for the relationship and it can
bring the student back to that
sense they had at the
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for Progress and Profit
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explain—and perhaps some novel advice
like “skull it from a fairway bunker”—can
last a lifetime for the student and are far
more likely to happen during on-course
instruction.
Getting some static from the golf shop about
playing lessons? Bill Davis has always
handled that issue by repeating what
George Fazio told him: Growing the game
means teaching most effectively, so
golfers will play better, which means you
need to take them on-course. The end
result is they will play more often and
spend more money at the facility.
Several hundred dollars may seem like a lot,
so get your student used to the idea in
advance. And every time they complain
about being consistent in practice but not
when they play, remind them that oncourse work addresses that. Also,
consider group playing lessons—it’s a
way to build camaraderie and let one
student see how another “gets smarter”
out on the field of play.
Stats and analytics are becoming part of the
playing-lesson proposition. Golfers may
come to the coach with a trove of stats
captured through various types of
technology. Some of it may be unreliable,
and too much of it is probably counterproductive, but instructors worth their salt
need to have methods of incorporating
and leveraging the data.
The writings and teachings of Scott Fawcett
—math whiz, frustrated tour player and
poker professional—are highly spoken of
by Proponent members who are familiar
with them. A little time spent on Fawcett’s
website, playinglesson.com, to gain
familiarity with his “Decade” coursemanagement concepts, would be well
worth it.

beginning, of wanting to really
accomplish something,” Sniffin
believes. He will use that
playing lesson to produce a
simplified Strokes Gained
worksheet showing where the
player can truly lower their
score and what sort of practice
and coaching is appropriate
going forward in order to do so.
“That approach generally leads
to a renewal,” says Dan.
It will help your cause if
you’ve got a local single-digit
player with a funky swing
whom you can point to. That’s
the opinion of Bill Smittle, a
Proponent member who has
long served Scarsdale Golf
Club outside New York City as
director of golf.
“Years ago,” recalls Smittle,
“we had two members here
with the same last name. One
of them was an 18-handicap
who looked like a 6 and the
other was a 6 who looked like
an 18—it was quite a
coincidence.” The lowhandicap player who never
scared anyone during
warmups was the example
Smittle could always give to
ambitious students when he
was urging them to focus on
doing whatever was needed
to get the ball in the hole. As
time went by, Smittle worked
with the smooth-swinging 18
and got him down to a 9handicap.
“The guy was pretty
athletic, and coachable,” says
Bill, “and his scoring problems
were mostly about bad
decisions and weak skills
inside 150 yards.”
This was a case of learning
what’s needed—and
convincing the student to accept
the diagnosis—because it was
all so clearly apparent during an
on-course session. Turnabouts
like that are another great
reason to make the playing
lesson a vital part of your
coaching repertoire.

